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ABSTRACT 

The 50-MeV bearn ITlOnitoring system at the ZGS has been made operational. It 
consists of vertical and horizontal nondestructive beam distribution measurements at 
four points along the bealTI transport line between the linac and the ZGS, and a hori
zontal position ITleasurement in the rn.iddle of the achromatic injection system. The 
results are displayed on the computer display scope. The beam distribution measure
ments allow calculation of the beam emittance and can be displayed on a pulse -to-pulse 
basis to indicate changes in the emittance or beam steering. The position ITEaSlremeri: 

in the achromatic systeITl is an indication of the average energy of the beam. Initial 
operating results with this system are discussed. 

De scription of the System 

The locations of the elements of the system, with respect to the quadrupoles and 

achromatic bending magnets of the 50-MeV beam line, are shown in Fig. 1. The 

nondestructive Profile and Position System (PAPS) detectors each consist of 10 ele-

rnents horizontally and 10 elements vertically for ion collection from ionization of 

the residual gas. The elements are arranged on 0.2" centers to give a 2" span to the 

measurement. Switching elements activate either the horizontal or vertical set and 

the same amplifiers are used for both. Details of the PAPS detectors and investiga

tions of their properties have been published. 1-4 The 'IT electrode at the center of the 

achromatic bending magnet system is a simple two-triangular element electrode from 

which horizontal position information is obtained by sum and difference ratios. It also 

operates by ion collection and is nondestructive. A beam toroid nleasures the beam 

intensity after the last achromat. 

Fbsition measurements fronl the first pair of PAPS detectors indicate beam align-

ment directly from the linac since the steering magnets (not shown in Fig. 1) are 

placed between the second detector and the first quadrupole illagnet. In principle, 
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emittance can be determined from beam distribution measurements at three locations 

if they are properly placed with respect to the waists of the beam envelope. In prac-

tice, however, use of a fourth distribution to obtain a least squares fit gives a ITlore 

reproducible result. The position measurement at the center of the achromatic rend

ing magnet syste:m provides a :measure:ment of the average energy of the beam. This 

is true only if the first two :magnets are at their design currents and the bea:m is 

tered in horizontal position and angle at the entrance to the first :magnet. These con-

ditions are not a serious drawbackJ however, because the interest in this :monitoring 

syste:m is not to deter:mine absolute values but to observe deviatioGs fro:m good opera

ting conditions. 

One co:mputer progra:m collects the infor:mation fro:m all of the PAPS detectors on 

two successive pulses (one for horizontal distributions, the second for vertical distri-

butions), and presents the results for any selected detector on the display scope. 

Figure 2 shows such a display in which the top curve is the horizontal distribution and 

the lower curve is the vertical distribution. The points are present data and can be 

automatically updated every second pulse or held to allow the operator to exa:mine the 

distributions fro:m all four detectors on the sa:me pulse. The curves drawn by the 

co:mputer co:me fro:m stored data obtained fro:m the PAPS syste:m during operation of 

another program. They assist the operator in visually observing whether conditions 

(bea:m center or width) have changed. This progra:m averages the readings of the el

e:ments of each PAPS detector for 15 successive pulses in each plane and co:mputes a 
_B(x_C)D 

least squares fit to a five-para:meter curve of the for:m y :: A e + E. The pa-

ra:meters for each curve are stored and recalled to draw the curves displayed in 

Fig. 2. 

Figure 3 shows the display obtained fro:m the third co:mputer progra:m. The bot-

to:m curve is the integrated bea:m toroid current and the top five curves are the bea:m 

position obtained fro:m the TT electrode. Each curve represents a different 20 }J-sec 

interval during the pulse. All curves represent the last 100 pulses of the linac whether 

or not this display is being used. The decrease of injected bea:m current observed on 

the lower trace was caused by adjust:ment of the linac rf gradient reference voltage. 

and one observes no change of the position of the bea:m through the achro:mats by this 

adjustment. 

The progra:m which computes the distribution curve para:meters also produces 

two other useful displays. After receiving input of the currents in the steering mag

nets and quadrupoles. the e:mittance and orientation of the ellipse in phase spac,e in 
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both planes is cOITlputed. Using this inforITlation, the calculated beaITl envelopes 

along the 50-MeV transport line (Fig. 4), and central ray steering, including steering 

effects by the quadrupoles (Fig. 5), are presented. The four data points on each of 

these cOITlputed curves are the measured data froITl the PAPS detectors. At this 

point the operator can insert new currents for any of the eleITlents into the computer 

and observe the resulting changes without actually affecting the 50-MeV beaITl 

operation. SiITlilar flexibility on ITlatching problems with the 12-BeV external proton 

lines has proven ITlost useful once the operator has gained sufficient experience to 

guess at siITlultaneous changes of several ITlagnet currents to produce a desired effect. 

One further display available to the operators (though not a part of this monitor

ing system) is the histogram of accelerated intensity of the ZGS (Fig. 6). Each point 

represents one pulse of the ZGS and the histogram can contain'" 1700 points, There

fore, depending on the ZGS repetition rate. the operator can observe the ZGS intensity 

history for a period of about 1-1/2 h. Changes in average intensity and iT' stability 

are easily recognizable. It was this consideration which mainly stimulated the devel

opment of the present nondestructive 50-MeV monitoring system; namely, when 

changes in accelerated intensity or stability occur, can the q:lerator determine Vihether 

such changes are due to the injector system or to effects in the main ring? At the 

present time calling up any other display destroys this intensity record. Program-

ming is nearly complete. however. to store updated intensity inforIllation on disc so 

that one will be able to recall the complete histogram at will. 

Results 

The system described. complete with cOIllputer displays, was made operational 

in April shortly before the coil failure of the ZGS. During the shutdown for replace

ment of the coil. a high gradient colwnn was installed on the preaccelerator. Stable 

operation of the injector and the ZGS with accelerated beam currents in excess of 

2 x 10
12 

protons/pulse was achieved near the end of August. In~stigation of the util

ity of the 50-MeV monitoring system has, therefore, been rather liITlited and the 

results quite incomplete. Some comments, can be made at this time however. 

From the computer displays one can easily observe shifts of beam centers of less 

than 100 mils when steering ITlagnets are adjusted. Adjustrn.ent of one of the quadru

pole currents by 5% produces easily visible and expected changes of beam distribu

tions. both horizontal and vertical. at a downstream PAPS detector. These visual 

observations by the operator are greatly aided by using the curves shown on the dis

plays for reference. The detector output amplitudes are directly proportional to the 
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pressure in the beam line. In order to preserve the visual monitoring sensitivity of 

the operator it is necessary to recompute the cUrves when pressure changes Occur. 

Steering changes of the beam are also observed by the adjusbnent of quadrupole 

currents, indicating that the beam center does not pass through the magnetic center ci 

the quadrupoles. This result is not necessarily surprising in view of the overall un

certainty in beam alignment shown in the ray plot of Fig. 5. In particular, the calcu

lated vertical steering of the beam, which does not fit the measurements of the last 

two PAPS detectors, leads to a predicted vertical injection angle into the ZGS of 

2.4 mrad. This injection angle is outside of the acceptance of the ZGS. More detailed 

measurements, and perhaps realignment of the quadrupole magnets, will be required 

to resolve these questions. Another result, very likely related to the above, is that 

the beam is off center at the 1T detector by 0.4". While the beam can be bro~t to the 

proper location at this point by adjustment of the currents in all of the achromatic 

magnets, the captured and accelerated beam of the ZGS are reduced. 

During the investigations of this system the ZGS operators have continued to ad

j1lst all parameters to keep the ZGS operating stably with good accelerated intensity. 

Over a two-week span little change was noticed in the beam distributions or steering 

in the 50-MeV beam line. On one occasion, however, when the ZGS was retuned after 

a shutdown and operating well, the beam angle from the exit of the linac was decidedly 

different and compensated further chwnstream by different values of the 50-MeV steer

ing magnets. In an effort to locate the cause, all parameters of the source, preaccel

erator, and 750-keV transport line were investigated. Only the 750-keV steering 

magnets produced a steering effect at 50 MeV. By adjustment of these magnets we 

were able to return the 50-MeV beam line to its previous steering conditions as seen 

on the PAPS detectors. Continued adjustment in the same direction produced no con

tinuation in the direction of the change. but a reversaE When all parameters, includ

ing the 50-MeV steering magnets, were returned to values existing before the slutchwn 

the ZGS intensity was back to normal, a condition that the ZGS operator states was 

not true at turnon. Resolution of questions such as these may help stabilize the oper

ation of the ZGS. 

The computed envelope curve of Fig. 4 fits the widths determined from all of the 

PAPS detectors reasonably well and gives some confidence in the reliability of the 

"emittance" ITleaSUrement. The actual value of the eITlittance is subject to some in

terpretation and is a strong function of the percentage of beam included. We define our 

emittance measurement as that containing 99% of the beam represented by the fitted 

curve. The value obtained""'" 4 1T cm-mrad in both planes. is not inconsistent v.ith lUJ["e 
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detailed measurements made previously with slits. At this point the actual value is of 

secondary importance. The real importance lies with the reproducibility of the mea

surement and the meaning of any change. A series of five emittance measurements 

made over a two-week operating period gave good reproducibility of the vertical emit-

tance « 50/0 variation). The variation of the horizontal emittance, however. varied 

somewhat more ('"'" 20%). We have not yet been able to determine whether these vari

ations are real or merely represent the stability and resolution of the ITlonitoring 

systeITl. 

Conclusions 

The 50-MeV monitoring systeITl of the ZGS seeITlS to hold a great deal of promise 

for improvirfg ZGS operations. For example. a serious malfunction or wrong connec

tion of any cOITlponent in the injector line could be quickly spotted by the monitoring 

system. It is clear, however, that considerably more experiITlentation is needed to 

determine the capabilities of the system for pinpointing variations of the injector sys

tem to which the ZGS is sensitive. 

In its short life the monitoring system has already raised a number of questions 

that must be resolved, some of which have been discussed above. In addition, it could 

prove ITlore useful for beaITl diagnostics of steering and matching than for the trouble

shooting function for which it was designed. The hope remains, however, that by use 

of this systeITl we will learn how to reproduce TTgood" injector beam conditions which 

lead to high stable intensity in the Z'GS. and thereby attain an average accelerated in

tensity closer to the lEak achieved as well as shorten the turnon tiITle after an extended 

shutdown. 
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Fig. 1. 50-MeV transport line of the ZGS (not to scale). 
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Fig . 2. PAPS 501 horizontal and vertical beam profiles. 
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Fig. 3. tOO-pulse histogram . 
a . (Lower curve) Integrated injected intensity 

after achromate. 
b. (Upper five curves) Beam position at" electrode 

each 20 flSec of beam pulse . 
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Fig. 4. Computed horizontal and vertical beam envelopes of 50-MeV transport line. 
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Fig. 5. Computed central-ray steering profiles in horizontal and vertical planes. 
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Fig . 6. Histogram of ZGS accelerated intensity in units of 10
12 

protons/pulse. 
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